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Pedal Positive has hand built custom bicycle
bookmobiles since 2012 and has sold to libraries, schools,
businesses, and organizations internationally. Each
bookbike is specifically crafted to fulfill the unique needs
and desires of the individual client.
When possible, materials that can be reused,
repurposed, and/or recycled will be incorporated into the
bookbike. Themed vehicles have been built to reflect the
client’s particular association with the community and its
surroundings. Distinctiveness is a keystone in setting a
Pedal Positive bicycle bookmobile apart from the others.
Choice of powder coat colors, unique customization of
design and layout, as well as the ability to safely add
electric pedal assist all add up to a bookbike that will be
outstanding.
Joe Crennen
Owner/Fabricator
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Definitions:
Delta style tricycle- Delta trikes feature one wheel in front of
the driver and two wheels behind. Steering is controlled by
the one wheel in front.

Tadpole style tricycle- Tadpole trikes feature two wheels in
front of the driver and one wheel behind. Steering is
controlled by the two front wheels.

Mid-drive electric motor assist- A mid-drive electric motor is
fitted to the bottom bracket housing and operates off the
chain drive that powers the rear wheel. The bottom bracket
is the place where the crank arms, pedals, and front
chainring attach to the cycle. Mid-drive electric motors
produce excellent torque and work well with heavy loads.

Drivarian- The operator of a library bicycle bookmobile.

Bookbike- A generic term for a pedal powered bookmobile.

Octagonal style bicycle bookmobile
This is the design that has proved to be the most
popular style sold by Pedal Positive. It houses a large
collection of books and/or other materials, up to 100+
pounds with ease. The locking octagonal two shelf
bookcase opens in two halves revealing a spacious display
area in between. There is a locking storage compartment
below the display area for additional materials and
valuables.
The delta style tricycle is easy for drivarians of all
statures to steer and has a very tight turning radius. It will
accommodate a wide range of people from as small as 5’2”
to over 6’ 2” tall. The industrial tricycle is designed to
handle an operator up to 250 pounds with up to an additional
250 pounds of cargo.



Cabinet style bicycle bookmobile
This bookbike design is a more compact, smaller
version of the octagonal bookbike. The wheelbase is
approximately 12” shorter. The 30” width is the same which
allows the trike to pass through a standard commercial
width door. The lockable cabinet has two shelves, the upper
shelf is height adjustable. It comes standard with the
locking lower storage compartment.

Custom Design Bicycle Bookmobile
Pedal Positive has the exceptional ability to create
almost any type of bookbike you can imagine. Being able to
incorporate recycled, reused, and repurposed materials is a
winning proposition for all. When possible, these materials
can lend themselves to an artistic and unique vehicle.
Themed bookmobiles can augment the community they
serve as well as echo the flavor of the region.

Electric Pedal Assist Option
The delta style tricycle provides a safe and highly
effective platform for electric pedal assist. Electric pedal
motor assist kits have been a popular selection with more
than half the bookbikes ordered in the past three years
opting to add this feature.
The powerful mid-drive motor helps with heavy loads
and allows for a wider range of travel. With five levels of
power assistance the operator can choose the right amount
of boost needed for any journey. Depending on the capacity
selected in the lithium-ion battery, the amount of effort
added by the operator, the terrain, and weight transported,
the range of travel can be vastly increased to engage a
greater part of the community.
All systems are installed by a Light Electric Vehicle
Association certified technician. Every bookbike equipped
with an electric motor pedal assist kit is road tested for
safety and quality assurance.

Included Features
Each Octagonal and Cabinet style Bookbike come standard
with the following features.
1. Your choice in color and type of a 6’ up to 7’ diameter
beach umbrella with mount and “while in transit”
holder.
2. Front basket
3. Bell
4. Fenders
5. Your choice of bookshelf material, color, and opacity.

Additional Options

1. Powder Coat Paint
Selected parts to be painted will be sandblasted then
professionally powder coat painted which produces an
incredibly durable and long-lasting finish.
2. Vinyl Wrap Graphics
Artwork, layout, and installation can be provided by a
local professional provider.
3. Accessories
Mirrors, lights, tires, and more.

Shipping, Maintenance, and Ride Training
Due to the size of bicycle bookmobiles, shipping
can get quite expensive and complicated. Pedal
Positive has used commercial delivery services for a
few bookbikes with less than satisfactory results.
Damage while in transit has occurred. Packaging and/or
palletizing the components along with complications
while reassembling has prompted Pedal Positive to
personally deliver, assemble, and road test each
bookbike.
In addition, general operation and maintenance
instructions are reviewed. Ride training for those who
will operate their new cycle is provided as well.
Tricycle characteristics are different than riding a
bicycle. It takes a few minutes to get used to the ride
dynamics. With just a little coaching even the timid
driver will ride a tricycle like a pro in no time. Delivery,
assembly, and training all guarantee a quality product
ready for immediate use at a price typically less than
what a commercial shipper would charge.

